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Tusheena has 30 years
experience in the industry
of forging metals.
We can create any design
without restrictions
to catalogue products.
We manufacture a wide
variety of products from
railings, metal furniture,

imagine

fireplace furnishings
to outdoor fireplaces.

We work with designers,
architects and contractors

FA B R I C AT I N G

I N C.

to create unique designs

Our clients include:

in metal.

York University

Our experience includes work

Stratford Film Festival

with film industry set designers.

TV Ontario (TVO)

From back drops that reproduce

Hockey Night In Canada (CBC)

medieval designs at the

Christie’s Cookies

Phone 416 744-1777
Fax 416 749-2786

Stratford Festival to railings at

CIBC

Email tusheenafabricating@bellnet.ca

the York University, whatever

The Keg Restaurants

you imagine, we can do.

New York Stock Exchange

128 Millwick Drive
Toronto, Ontario M9L 1Y6
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We work in mild steel,

built on quality and expert

gates

craftsmanship that ensures

Tusheena can produce

copper. Using our full range

long lasting beauty in all of

any style or size of

of powder coatings or liquid

our products.

custom gates.

paints, we have the ability

Our line of railings range

Only the best is good

from European styling to

enough at Tusheena.

Tusheena’s reputation is

stainless steel, brass and

to match any colour decor.
Our products are
manufactured with solid

contemporary designs.

construction and finished

railings

to prevent tarnishing.

metal
furniture
We manufacture indoor

Tusheena also produces

furniture in a variety

protective door and

of shapes and styles.

window security bars.

From elaborate tables
to simple plant stands,
our range is endless.

outdoor
Tusheena’s outdoor range

Tusheena produces wrought

is endless. We manufacture

iron entrance doors as well

custom railings, gates and

as indoor fireplace doors.

furniture. These include

Our advanced technology

outdoor fireplaces, gazebos

allows our glass fireplace doors

and an assortment of

to be made without a frame,

trellises.

which makes them energy
efficient, while maintaining
a classical look.

